A SMALL SYMPOSIUM

Not only readers with an interest in current NT studies, but many others as well, will enjoy the cluster of articles on intertextuality and authorial intent in the book of Revelation, a discussion that arose recently and has been conducted until now in British publications. This small symposium is, to our knowledge, the first publication of this issue in an American journal.

Jon Paulien leads off with an assessment of the ongoing debate between G. K. Beale and Steve Moyise, after which Moyise and Beale offer rejoinders. The editors would like to express appreciation to Jon Paulien for suggesting the idea and to Greg Beale and Steve Moyise for their willingness to participate.

Another NT article, three from OT, two related to science and creation, and two from early church history, round out Volume 39, Number 1. Enjoy!

JM
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This Festschrift on the occasion of the 60th birthday of Jacques B. Doukhan, D.H.L., Th.D., professor of Hebrew and Old Testament Exegesis at Andrews University, Michigan, contains essays from different fields of scholarship, namely, biblical exegetical studies and articles of Jewish-Christian dialogue. They are arranged according to three main theological emphases of Jacques Doukhan—Creation, Life, and Hope.

This publication to honor Dr. Doukhan is a unique collection of 27 essays written by scholars from different universities around the world. Among them are articles by outstanding world-renowned scholars such as Rolf Rendtorff, André LaCocque, William H. Shea, and others. Works in this volume form a notable contribution to the theological discussion on a wide range of vibrant topics.
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ISBN: 0-9706380-0-0, Paperback, US$15.00
In 1905, Albion Fox Ballenger, a popular Seventh-day Adventist preacher, was released from employment for advocating views in conflict with Adventist teaching about Christ’s ministry in the heavenly sanctuary. Three quarters of a century later, another popular Adventist preacher again challenged the church’s sanctuary doctrine, with similar results for the challenger. In some important ways, the Ballenger case may be seen as a foreshadowing historical footnote to a doctrinal controversy that shook Adventism in the early 1980s.

Thus, in this meticulously researched volume, Calvin W. Edwards and Gary Land collaborate to provide the first in-depth scholarly examination of a revealing, if nearly forgotten, episode in Adventist history. Edwards and Land place Ballenger and the events surrounding his dismissal in the context of the times and in a manner that implies the relevance of those events to the church’s later discussions of some of the same issues.

Calvin W. Edwards is vice president of Ronald Blue & Co. in Atlanta, Georgia. Gary Land is professor and chair of the Department of History and Political Science at Andrews University.
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The Laws of
Clean & Unclean Animals
in Leviticus 11
Their Nature, Theology, & Rationale
An Intertextual Study

This published dissertation is a penetrating exegetical study about the nature of the Leviticus 11 dietary laws. These regulations should deepen our respect for the Creator, the Holy One. Theologians and pastors will find this up-to-date explanation helpful in understanding the relevancy of God’s revealed laws.

Author Jiří Moskala, Th.D., Ph.D., is currently an Associate Professor of Old Testament Exegesis and Theology in the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary at Andrews University.

“Dr. Moskala’s penetrating study of the laws of clean and unclean animals in Leviticus 11 is destined to become the standard and definitive work on this subject. The author uncovers an astonishing array of biblical evidence supporting the conclusion that these laws are of universal and permanent application” (Richard M. Davidson, Ph.D., J. N. Andrews Professor of Old Testament Interpretation, Andrews University).

“Professor Moskala has emphasized the linguistic and theological connections of Leviticus 11 and Deuteronomy 14 with the Creation and Flood narratives in Genesis. The theory upon which he settles as the best explanation for these biblical dietary laws he identifies as the Creation-Fall-New Creation pattern” (William H. Shea, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Director, Biblical Research Institute).

“Moskala’s major contributions include filling in the gap in Pentateuchal studies on the Mosaic dietary laws, noting the nature, theology and rationale of food regulations. He rightly distinguishes between ceremonial and natural uncleanness, showing the latter belongs to universal law” (Norman R. Gulley, Ph.D., Research Professor in Systematic Theology, Southern Adventist University).
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Paperback, US$19.95
People often ask, “In this scientific age, what difference does it make whether I believe the world was created in six literal days and that the world was destroyed by a global flood?”

Offering the latest in-depth biblical and geological analyses of issues related to the biblical creation and flood narratives, *Creation, Catastrophe, and Calvary* explains from a spiritual and theological standpoint the importance these beliefs have for our daily lives and faith.

**Topics include:**

- Why a six-day creation nonevolutionary worldview is supported by the best biblical scholarship available.
- Why and how Genesis 1 and 2 are complementary creation stories rather than conflicting stories.
- How and why the biblical text clearly demands a universal flood.
- What difference does it make whether we believe in a universal flood?
- Is progressive creation an appropriate position to adopt?


To order, call 1-800-765-6955

Price and availability subject to change. Add GST in Canada.
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